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DAY-1
March 07, 2019
Meeting Hall: Indianapolis

08:30-09:00 Registrations

Opening Ceremony 09:00-09:30

KEYNOTE FORUM

09:30-09:40 Introduction

Title: Standardized approach for comparison of therapeutic, mutagenic, and environmental alkylating agents in protic media
Colin Paul Spears, California Northstate University College of Medicine, USA

09:40-10:20

Title: Targeting pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma with multi peptide immunotherapy and repurposing drugs
Juan Pablo Marquez-Manriquez, Sonora Cancer Research Center (CICS), USA

Networking & Refreshments 11:00-11:20 @ Bar Terraza

11:20-12:00

Title: Optimization of EGFR-based targeted therapy and beyond
Georgia Zhuo Chen, Emory University-School of Medicine, USA

12:00-12:40

Title: HLA donor specific antibodies and partially HLA-mismatched allogeneic HSCT
Douglas E Gladstone, Johns Hopkins University, USA

GROUP PHOTO 12:40-12:50

Lunch Break 12:50-13:50 @ Bar Terraza

Sessions: Organ Specific Cancer | Cancer Cell Biology | Cancer Drugs and Vaccines | Cancer Treatment

Chair: Guoxiong Xu, Jinshan Hospital of Fudan University, China
Chair: Vincent Murray, University of New South Wales, Australia

INTRODUCTION

13:50-14:15

Title: Antibodies titers against CMV putative predicts outcome in breast cancer patients
Leonel Alexander Rangel Reyna, Sonora Cancer Research Center (CICS), USA

14:15-14:40

Title: FLOT1 is a novel target of ovarian cancer for diagnosis and treatment
Guoxiong Xu, Jinshan Hospital of Fudan University, China

14:40-15:05

Title: Genome-wide studies on the interaction of the anti-tumour drug Bleomycin (and analogues) at the transcription start sites of actively transcribed human genes
Vincent Murray, University of New South Wales, Australia
15:05-15:30  
**Title:** Kinetics of antibody-antigen binding evaluated by ELISA in refractory cancer patient  
Itzia Xiuhnelly Nava Sanchez, Sonora Cancer Research Center (CICS), USA

*Networking & Refreshments 15:30-15:50 @ Bar Terraza*

15:50-16:15  
**Title:** Variant morphology in multiple myeloma  
Magda Mohamed Sultan, Medical Research Institute-Alexandria University, Egypt

16:15-16:40  
**Title:** Oral squamous cell carcinoma: A diagnostic enigma  
Sina Ghanean, Shahid Sadoughi University of Medical Sciences, Iran

16:40-17:05  
**Title:** Stereotactic body radiotherapy in liver metastasis  
Neeraj Jain, Sri Guru Ram Das University of Health Sciences And Research, India

**Panel Discussion**

---

**DAY-2**

*March 08, 2019*

*Meeting Hall: Indianapolis*

**KEYNOTE FORUM**

**Title:** Selective occlusion of hepatic artery and portal vein improves liver hypertrophy for staged hepatectomy for hepatocellular carcinoma  
Changku Jia, Affiliated Hangzhou First People’s Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine, China

**Title:** Carotid blow out syndrome: Interventional radiologic management  
Jaime Tisnado, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA

*Networking & Refreshments 11:20-11:40 @ Bar Terraza*

**11:40-12:20**  
**Title:** Treat locally equals treat systemically: Targeting the tumor microenvironment clinically clinically  
Alejandro Camacho Hernandez, Sonora Cancer Research Center (CICS), USA

*Sessions: Cancer Therapy | Cancer Diagnosis and Screening | Cancer Biomarkers | Tumor Immunology*

*Chair: Pedro Alejandro Lucero Diaz, Sonora Cancer Research Center (CICS), USA*

*Chair: Cheng Wang, Massachusetts General Hospital-Harvard Medical School, USA*

**INTRODUCTION**

**Title:** Novel platelet-based liquid biopsy for specific, early and safe colorectal cancer diagnosis  
Gert Auer, Karolinska Institute, Sweden

**Title:** Immunogenic chemotherapy: The basic and the clinical application  
Pedro Alejandro Lucero Diaz, Sonora Cancer Research Center (CICS), USA

*Lunch Break 13:10-14:10 @ Bar Terraza*
### Title: Unconventional mechanism of the cervical carcinogenesis
Cheng Wang, Massachusetts General Hospital-Harvard Medical School, USA

### Title: Potentially relevant targets and prognostic proteins in sarcomas
Jose Antonio Matute Briceno, Sonora Cancer Research Center (CICS), USA

### Title: The impact of $\gamma$-irradiation on the induction of bystander killing by genetically engineered ovarian tumor cells: Implications for clinical use of cancer vaccines
Jehad Zweiri, University of Liverpool School of Medicine, UK

### Title: Total expression of human leucocyte antigen-G and Toll-like receptor-9 in B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients: Relationship to prognostic markers
Hala Kassem Ahmed Said Sultan, Medical Research Institute, Alexandria University, Egypt

### Title: Aldehyde dehydrogenase 7A1 (ALDH7A1) contributes to reduction of reactive oxygen species generation in colorectal tumour microenvironment
Lina Elsalem, Jordan University of Science and Technology, Jordan

### Networking & Refreshments 16:15-16:35 @ Bar Terraza

### POSTER PRESENTATIONS @ MEETING ROOMS

**Session I (CS 01-CS 08) 16:35-17:05**

**Session I:** Cancer Science | Cancer Therapy | Cancer Therapeutics and Novel Approaches

**Poster Judge:** Jaime Tisnado, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA

| CS-01 | Title: Impact of Chlorophyllin e6 photodynamic therapy in human bladder cancer cells  
Gang Chen, Jinshan Hospital of Fudan University, China |
|---|---|
| CS-02 | Title: Anti-cancer effect of CpG ODN combined with radiotherapy is through the toll-like receptor 9 signaling pathway  
Tiankui Qiao, Jinshan Hospital of Fudan University, China |
| CS-03 | Title: Evaluation of the antitumoral activity in cancer of colon in vivo Of Argentatina A, isolated of Parthenium argentatum A. Gray  
Zaira Tavarez Santamaria, National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico |
| CS-04 | Title: Peniocerol, a sterol isolated from Myrtillocactus geometrizans, inhibits cell proliferation and tumor growth in colon cancer xenografts in vivo  
Beatriz Del Carmen Couder Garcia, National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico |
| CS-05 | Title: Neocarzilin A impairs breast adenocarcinoma cell motility by targeting VAT-1 protein  
Carolin Laura Pyka, Ludwig-Maximilian University Munich, Germany |
| CS-06 | Title: Utilizing a Foamy viral vector for engineering safer CD19CART cells  
Vasileios Atsaves, Biomedical Research Foundation Academy Of Athens, Greece |
| CS-07 | Title: Dietary habits and food intakes of people living beyond cancer and the effect of providing dietary advice on adherence to the world cancer research fund recommendations  
Hilal Karaca, Bournemouth University, UK |
| CS-08 | Title: Role of GPNMB in cancer progression  
Muhammad Ali Fikry, University of Tsukuba, Japan |
Session II: Cancer Pharmacology | Cancer Cell Biology | Cancer Diagnosis & Screening | Cancer Nanotechnology | Tumor Virology

Poster Judge: Jose Antonio Matute Briceno, Sonora Cancer Research Center (CICS), USA

CS-09
Title: Synergic effect of Mifepristone on resistance to Temozolomide associated with DNA damage repair and apoptosis in glioblastoma
Monserrat Llaguno-Munive, National Institute of Cancerology, Mexico

CS-10
Title: Preclinical pharmacological safety tests of the combination of Temozolomide and Mifepristone for the treatment of glioblastoma
Ramon Sebastian Leon-Zetina, National Institute of Cancerology, Mexico

CS-11
Title: Development of nanocomplexes for the controlled delivery of WT1-5 virus with potential application in the treatment of cancer
Angie Andrea Bedoya Rodriguez, National University of Colombia, Colombia

CS-12
Title: Targeting the ER-mitochondria interface sensitizes leukemia cells towards cytostatics
Olga Naglo, Ludwig-Maximilian University of Munich, Germany

CS-13
Title: Impedimetric label-free detection of salivary EGFR on screen printed electrode
Imad Abrao Nemeir, University of Claud-Bernard Lyon-1, France & The Holy Spirit University of Kaslik, Lebanon

CS-14
Title: The effect of Daunorubicin on lysosomal capacity in cancer cells
Pastvova Nikola, Palacky University Olomouc, Czech Republic

CS-15
Title: Study of vascular remodelling in breast tumors and its influence on the Enhanced Permeability and Retention (EPR) effect
Jaqueline Vaz de Oliveira, University of Brasilia, Brazil

Awards & Closing Ceremony

Bookmark your Dates

38<sup>th</sup> Euro Congress on Cancer Science & Therapy
March 09-10, 2020 | Rome, Italy

E: cancerscience@expertsmeetings.org
Website: cancerscience.insightconferences.com